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Abstract
Objectives: The main objective of this research work is to forecast the
electricity requirement of a particular household or an oﬃce or any building.
Methods: Forecasting is done using the PROPHET model which gives better
results compared to other models like ARIMA and so on. Dataset considered
here is a publicly available dataset called ‘Appliance’ dataset with what are
all the appliances that are there in the particular household and number
of appliances that are running on a day at every 10 minutes interval and
so on. From the entire dataset, only two attributes are selected, and Log
transformation is applied to the selected attributes. Finally, the PROPHET
model is applied and the forecasting is done. Findings: The ﬁndings of the
proposed models are: (i) Forecasting is done for the next 30 days based on
diﬀerent components like daily component, weekly component and trend
component (ii) Wednesday is the lowest power utilization day and, power
utilization increases till Saturday and Saturday is the highest power utilization
day (iii) PROPHET model makes predictions very accurate based on the future
data and is easy to make predictions compared to ARIMA. Novelty: Models
were trained on the dataset from January 11, 2016, to May 27, 2016 interval
which is at 10 min for about 4.5 months. The models anticipated qualities that
could be viewed as eﬀective in the 30-day forecast. The accomplishment of the
model in the time series expectation was investigated and analyzed.
Keywords: Electricity; forecasting; PROPHET

1 Introduction
Forecasting is pretty much required everywhere nowadays. Forecasting helps in better
future design. Energy consumption is increasing day after day, which in the future may
lead to a lack of energy also. So, as and how product sale is being forecasted, the weather
is being forecasted and so on, so should energy consumption be forecasted. This energy
consumption forecasting will help in knowing the consumption of electricity that helps
in securing the future. Electricity requirement forecasting helps in predicting
https://www.indjst.org/
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and analyzing the electricity consumption and taking proper actions accordingly. There have been many models used to forecast
electricity consumption, where the results are not accurate.
The author proposes that the PROPHET performs better than ARIMA. Data processing steps such as timestamp conversion
and feature selection are carried and, for selecting the model, a threefold splitting technique that gave good results for training,
validation, and testing was employed. A 90-day forecast is done using both the models using the dataset. In the end, both models
are compared in terms of performance metrics. So, by considering the result the PROPHET model beats ARIMA in R2 values
and is chosen for forecasting (1) .
Two ARIMA models were used to forecast hourly prices of energy consumption which are the Spanish model required five
hours in predicting future prices, and the California model took two hours. The error rate for the Spanish model was around
10% and the California model was around 5%. Nature and results reported earlier are some of the reasons for the error rate of
price time series (2) .
A baseline model is used for analyzing the energy savings using the bills of electricity consumption in different seasons
like cold winter and hot summer. Baseline models help in knowing the amount of energy used based on the energy baseline
period. Eleven office building energy consumption bills are used for the research. From the results obtained it was noted that
the monthly mean outside dry-bulb heat was the key variable and was enough to trace and use the baseline energy in winter
and summer conditions (3) .
Generally, the functionalities of the power grid systems will be increasing which is directly proportional to access failures
also. The model-fitting analysis, to reduce the frequency of access failures was employed. 404 failure code is used as train data
and SARIMA, FbPROPHET, holt-water, and GM algorithms are used to build a time series prediction model. Based on RMSE,
SARIMA is recommended as a predictive model for power grid systems (4) .
A model based on the data-driven modeling for predicting the energy consumption of a building was proposed. The main
model used is time series analysis to come up with a data-driven method. This model is used to forecast the energy consumption
of a building. After launching, authenticating, examining, and assessing, it was found that the time series analysis is the best
and accurate model for predicting building electricity consumption (5) .
A multi-model partitioning theory method was used for electricity demand load forecasting. Later the performance of the
method is compared with other methods like AICC, AIC, and BIC. The proposed model is applied to the Hellenic power
system which further proved to be reliable and effective and also mentions its usefulness in the analysis related to the electricity
utilization and its price predictions (6) .
A new forecasting approach for time series data centered on the resemblance of pattern classifications is proposed. Grouping
is done using clustering methods, and then labeling is done. The model was applied for predicting the electricity charges and
need time series of Australian, Spanish, and American markets and provides good competitive results (7) .
Two forecasting models namely transfer function and dynamic regression based on time series analysis are proposed and
applied to California and Spanish electricity markets. Based on the outcome of the implementation the average error for the
Spanish market is 5% and the California market is 3%. The results are accurate which can be further exercised by both the
producer and clients to create their bidding plans (8) .
Precise forecasting of electricity demand has many advantages: i). It saves the functioning and the maintenance price, ii).
Improves the consistency of power allocation and distribution system and, iii). Can make the appropriate decisions for the
future. In Malaysia, UTHM is a developing University and growing day by day and it is important for UTHM to predict the
consumption of electricity. For this, the UTHM used different models such as SMA, WMA, SES, HL, HW, and CMA. Based on
the outcome it was found that HW might forecast the consumption in a better way, centered on the smallest MAPE (9) .
The authors implemented electricity forecasting for Texas using R. The electricity data was collected from the ERCOT data
bank. The data was arranged in the supply Vs demand format. The proposed model is implemented in R programming language
and the results are compared with the existing information on energy consumption. Time series forecasting can provide
information about the future electricity requirement for the utility operators. These predictions can assist as knowledge to
utility operators to plan and determine when the highest shaving is needed (10) .
Electricity forecasting is done using data mining methods. The main aim of this is to make use of the past data and to
determine the future electricity requirement. Data mining models like SVR, Random Forest, and M5P are used for forecasting.
The paired T-test was used for identifying the best model based on the difference between the errors of each model. Based on
the experimental outcome it was found that the SVR model performs better than the other models that are considered (11) .
PCA was used to find if any variables are correlated, which affects other variables like moisture, solar energy, and heat. A
new climatic symbol Z was determined. For correlating the energy use and simulated daily cooling with the corresponding
Z, regression models are used. On analyzing the errors, regression models gave close simulated values. These can be used in
predicting climate change effects also (12) .
https://www.indjst.org/
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WEKA time series was used in forecasting energy demand for different seasons like rainy, summer, and winter. The data is
from the TNEB of monthly energy consumption in the domestic category. Learning algorithms like Support Vector Machine,
Multilayer Perceptron, Gaussian Process, Linear Regression are used. Later, Mean Absolute Error, and Direction Accuracy
is calculated and compared with all the learning algorithms, and Support Vector Machine is chosen for electricity demand
forecasting on seasonal based data (13) .
The authors are focusing on choosing the best forecasting periods among quarterly, daily, yearly, and monthly. Models like
ARIMA and ARMA are used for data analysis. The best model with the best period to forecast is found by the smallest value
of AIC and RMSE. From the outcome of the experiment, it was found that the ARIMA performed better with the monthly and
quarterly data and ARMA performed better with the daily and the weekly data. The predicting time was appropriate for the
short term such as 6 months, 28 days, 5 weeks, and 2 quarters (14) .
An approach using a model grounded on X12 and periodic and tendency decomposition using STL decomposition of
scheduled electricity utilization predicting method is projected. Firstly, the STL model was used to generate the power utilization
time series decomposition rendering to the attributes of electricity utilization per month. This divides the monthly electricity
utilization into tendency, time of year, and arbitrary mechanisms. At last, the modification in the features of these mechanisms
over time is selected for deliberation. To conclude the proper method is designated to forecast the mechanisms in the reshaping
of the monthly electricity utilization estimate (15) .
The Household requirement of electricity is nonstop rising which directs to extreme greenhouse gas emission. A Thorough
investigation of electricity utilization features for housing is desirable to advance efficacy, convenience, and to plot in advance
for times of extreme electricity requests. A model based on ANN is projected to forecast the energy utilization of housing in
Auckland 24h prior with further accurateness than the standard methods. The properties of five climate variables on energy
utilization were studied. Additionally, the method was investigated with three dissimilar training methods, the scaled conjugate
gradient, the Levenberg-Marquadt (LM), and Bayesian regularization and their consequence on forecast accurateness was
studied (16) .
An exhaustive assessment of various statistical methods that can be employed to analyze and predict the electricity cost and
loads is discussed with the help of 16 case studies. The study also covers detail regarding the seasonal decomposition, heavy
distributions, spike processing, exponential smoothing, mean revision, and the different time-series models (17) .
The two main reasons for the increase in global energy usage are the rapid increase in population and urban development.
The accurate prediction of the long-term peak load is most important for saving money and time corresponding to a country’s
power production. An investigation was made to compare the performances of the Holt-winters method with the PROPHET
model for the long-time load predictions in Kuwait. The data generated from the Kuwait power plants between 2010 and 2020
was used for predicting the peak load between 2020 and 2030. Five metrics were used for comparing the performances of the
said methods. From the experimental results, it was found that the PROPHET model achieves more accurate prediction when
compared to the Holt-winters concerning the generalization test (18) .
Many factors such as time, electricity cost, season, economy, and weather are responsible for fostering electricity utilization.
These factors have the features of many linear, periodic, and random changes. PROPHET model was proposed to do analyze the
trend, and the results were compared with the ARIMA model. From the comparison, it was found that the PROPHET model
achieved better accuracy. From the outcome, it was also found that the power utilization of shopping malls was most affected
by high-temperature weather and holidays to some extent when compared with the utilization of the office buildings (19) .
To predict the long-range, and the short-range air pollution in Seoul, Korea, the PROPHET model was employed. The
pollutants predicted in the work were PM10, SO2, CO, NO2, PM2.5, and O3. After long-time exposure, these pollutants leads
to various health degradation. Present models based on the chemical methods for forecasting air pollution needs complex
requirements and are difficult to use. ML model along with additional infrastructure was used to forecast the pollution
depending on time. A three years data that measures air quality on an hourly basis was collected and the model was optimized
using the PROPHET model. The forecasting for 2019 was done by using cross-validation on the 2017-18 data. Three statistical
methods such as MSE, MAE, and RMSE were used to determine the performance of the model based on accuracy. From the
output, it was found that the PROPHET model performed better compared to the other equivalent methods (20).
For predicting energy utilization AI models are widely used in the past decade. The model based on the AI such as ANN, and
SVR and the conventional models such as gray models, regression, and time series are compared based on the MAPE. Based
on the experimental outcome, it was found that for the yearly analysis, conventional models are more favored (21) .
Different methods for predicting electricity requirement based on hourly demand was done for 10-50 years in advance. The
challenges faced by these methodologies for future energy methods consisting of renewable energy bases and tight coupling
between the power, building, and transport sectors (22) .
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To find the model that is suitable for electricity utilization prediction about 113 dissimilar case studies are compared. For
comparison, different criteria’s such as inputs, time frame, outputs, error type, size of the data sample, scale, and value are
considered. ML algorithms such as ANN, time-series, and SVM are considered. Based on different case studies considered,
the meta-data analysis leads to the recognition of the finest traditions for predicting electricity utilization and power load
forecasting. Based on the meta-data analysis, a nomenclature was defined to assist the researcher to make an informed decision
and to select the best model for the problem (23) .
The quick transformation in the electricity divisions enhances both the chances and the requirement of Data Analytics (DA).
As many methods and areas are emerging, it is necessary to combine and build scientific work. So, a systematic review of many
fields mainly concerned with using the Data Analytics model in the setting of electricity was conducted. A qualitative review of
about 200 case studies concerned with the analysis of the important application of DA in different areas of electricity divisions
such as production, trading, distribution, and utilization was presented. For each area under consideration, the different DA
methods and applications are reviewed, and the ideas for future research are also highlighted (24) .
Energy is the essence of today’s world. In the past, the emission of CO2 and the energy utilization was enhanced due to the
population explosion and the luxury requirement of the individuals. Predicting energy utilization is the main requirement for
planning, managing, and conserve energy. For the prediction of energy utilization, the data-driven methods provide practical
models. ML algorithms are employed for the forecasting and evaluation is done using the performance procedures and the
upcoming scope for energy prediction are emphasized (25) .
Load forecasting is considered as one of the vital parts in the scheduling and process of electricity services. Because of
the technological enhancements, transformation in the economic circumstances, load prediction is most important. The load
impact issues and the steps followed at various time limits may be affected by the prediction and vice versa. The most important
challenge is to accurately predict future demand (26) .
Planning, aim set, and irregularity recognition are the main tasks of data science in prediction. Even though the prediction
is most important, it is accompanied by the challenge of generating more accurate predictions. To handle this challenge, a
regression model with explainable constraints that can be adjusted by analysts was proposed along with the analysis to relate
and evaluate the prediction procedures and automatically can indicate the modification (27) .
In recent days forecasting has become a major and most required technique which uses past and present data in making
predictions for the future. Presently, many organizations are using information that is stored for forecasting. This data helps in
predicting the future use of electricity which in turn makes us aware of the energy consumption and energy savings that are to
be done in the future.
So, in our proposed work, the PROPHET model is used which gives better accuracy compared to other models like ARIMA.
The paper is sorted out as, Section 2 explains about Facebook PROPHET, Section 3 describes the Framework used in the
proposed work, Section 4 describes the Dataset considered, Section 5 details the Log transformation applied on the dataset,
Section 6 explains the PROPHETs algorithm, in Section 7 we discuss the Implementation and Results and in Section 8 we
conclude the proposed work.

2 Facebook PROPHET
PROPHET is used in the forecasting process which is implemented in Python as well as R. PROPHET is quick and gives totally
computerized estimates that can be tuned by hand by experts. It helps in business forecasting for Facebook with time, daily,
weekly observations of history within a year, large outliers, etc. It helps in forecasting time series data using models in which
non-linear patterns are fit with yearly, week by week, and everyday regularity in addition to holiday impacts. It gives the best
results with time series which have strong seasonal impacts. It is strong to missing data and patterns in trends, changes in time
series, and handles outliers well. It is an open-source library distributed by Facebook that depends on trend+seasonality+holiday
models. It gives the capacity to make time series predictions with great exactness utilizing simple parameters and has support
for including the effect of custom seasonality and occasions. It is used in various applications on Facebook in getting accurate
forecasts for the future. It was found to perform better than any other models used for forecasting in many instances. The model
implementation is the same in both R and Python with Stan code which is used for statistical modeling with high-performance
computations for fitting and the forecasts to be done in seconds. It gives better forecasts on clumsy data with zero manual work.
It adds on with various possibilities for the user in adjusting the forecasts. PROPHET uses the sklearn model which features
many clustering algorithms, classification, and regression. PROPHET class can call the required fit and predict methods. Input
dataframe has two attributes ‘ds’ and ‘y’. Attribute ‘ds’ is the datestamp column which has to be in Pandas library format, ideally
YYYY-MM-DD for a date or YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS for the timestamp. Column ‘y’ should be numeric and represents the
measurement to be forecasted.
https://www.indjst.org/
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3 Framework
Dataset taken for this research is an ‘Appliance’ dataset with all the appliances that are there in the particular household and the
number of appliances that are running on a day at every 10 minutes interval and so on. PROPHET which is the model being
used for prediction is imported. From the entire dataset, only two attributes are to be taken as dataframe input. PROPHET has
a dataframe input of only two attributes which are ’ds and ’y’ where the actual attributes are to be assigned or renamed as ’ds’ and
’y’. These attributes are assigned to the PROPHET model where the data is fit to the model. Later with make.future.dataframe
function which is a function of the PROPHET model is used to make future data for which the forecast is to be done and
predictions are made. For evaluating the results or for getting better results different attributes can be used to compare the
results and go for the best predictions. Figure 1 shows the model diagram of the proposed work.

Fig 1. Model diagram for the proposed work

Fig 2. Framework for the proposed work

https://www.indjst.org/
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Figure 2 shows the framework of the way the research work is carried out. The steps followed in the proposed work are:
Step 1: The Appliance Energy Prediction Data Set with 19735 rows and 27 columns is imported from the UCI Machine
Learning Repository.
Step 2: Required two columns are taken for data transformation. Only two columns are taken as the input framework of
PROPHET has only two columns which are ‘ds’ and ‘y’.
Step 3: Log-Transformation is applied to ‘y’ which is the ‘Appliances’ column from the dataset for data transformation.
Step 4: With ‘ds’ and ‘y’ attributes from the dataset, PROPHET is called and forecasting is done for the next 30 days.
Step 5: Future predictions are made using PROPHET with its basic functionalities like weekly component, daily component,
and trend component.

4 Dataset Description
The dataset taken is from the UCI Machine Learning Repository. The ‘Appliance’ Energy Prediction Data Set consists of 19735
instances and 21 attributes. The dataset is at 10 minutes for about 4.5 months. The dataset is collected from an airport weather
station of a household in Belgium and is shown in Table 1.

Attribute
Date
Appliances
Lights
T1
RH_1
T2
RH_2
T3
RH_3
T4
RH_4
T5
RH_5
T6
RH_6
T7
RH_7
T8
RH_8
T9
RH_9

Table 1. Dataset description
Meaning
date and time, year-month-day hour:minute:second
energy use, in Wh
energy use of light fixtures in the house, in Wh
Temperature in the kitchen area, in Celsius
Humidity in the kitchen area, in %
Temperature in living room area, in Celsius
Humidity in the living room, in %
Temperature in laundry room area, in Celsius
Humidity in the laundry area, in %
Temperature in office room, in Celsius
Humidity in the office room, in %
Temperature in bathroom, in Celsius
Humidity in the bathroom, in %
Temperature outside the building, in Celsius
Humidity outside the building (north side), in %
Temperature in ironing room, in Celsius
Humidity in the ironing room, in %
Temperature in teenager room 2, in Celsius
Humidity in the teenager room 2, in %
Temperature in parents room, in Celsius
Humidity in the parents room, in %

From the entire dataset, only two attributes are taken as the PROPHET model which is being used in the research has only two
attributes as input for forecasting. The snapshot of the dataset with two attributes is shown in Figure 3.

https://www.indjst.org/
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Fig 3. Two attributes taken as‘ds’ and ‘y’

5 Log transformation
Information change is the way toward taking a scientific capacity and applying it to the information. This segment talks about
a typical change known as the log change. Every factor x is replaced with log(x), where the base of the log is surrendered over
to the investigator. It is viewed as normal to utilize base 10, base 2, and the regular log.
This procedure is helpful for compacting the y-pivot while plotting histograms. For instance, on the off chance that has a
huge scope of information, at that point, littler qualities can get overpowered by the bigger qualities. Taking the log of every
factor empowers the representation to be more clear. A case of this is the number of ports on a framework. There are 65,535
ports accessible on a framework, in the event that are endeavoring to imagine traffic to every one of them, at that point this
perception could conceal values on the lower scope of ports while endeavoring to show higher ports. Log change likewise deunderscores exceptions and permits us to possibly get a chime molded conveyance. The thought is that taking the log of the
information can reestablish evenness to the information.

6 PROPHETs algorithm
PROPHET follows the sklearn model API and the working of the model is given below:
1. PROPHET just accepts the information as a dataframe with a ds (datestamp) and y. So first, how about converting the
dataframe to the fitting organization.
2. Make an example of the PROPHET class and afterward fit the dataframe to it.

https://www.indjst.org/
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3. Make a dataframe with the dates for which need a prediction to be made with makefuturedataframe() function. At that
point determine the number of days to gauge utilizing the period’s parameter.
4. Call predict function to make a prediction and store it in the estimated dataframe. What’s perfect here is that you can
review the dataframe and see the predictions just as the lower and upper limits of the vulnerability interim.
PROPHET algorithm uses Eq. (1)
y (t) = g (t) + s (t) + h (t) + ∈t

(1)

here,
1. g( t) models pattern, which portrays abatement in the information. PROPHET joins two pattern models: immersing
development model, and a piece-wise direct model, contingent upon the sort of gauging issue..
2. s(t ) models regularity with Fourier arrangement, which portrays how information is influenced via occasional factors.
3. h(t) models the impacts of occasions or huge occasions that sway business time series and
∈t speaks to an unchangeable error term.

7 Implementation and Results
PROPHET follows the sklearn model API. The input dataframe for PROPHET is ’ds’ and ’y’ where ’ds’ is datestamp - YYYYMM-DD, timestamp – YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS and ’y’ is the forecast that is to be done. The ’y’ section must be numeric
and comprises the estimation to be determined. PROPHET helps in simple forecasting considering two fields, from which we
wish to conjecture. Figure 4 shows the diagram representing the informational index before the change. The diagram in Figure 4
shows the date and rest of the other segments, which is incomprehensible in forecasting. This is one reason PROPHET is liked,
where it considers two segments ’ds’ and ’y’ which would be the input dataframe for PROPHET. Along these lines, considering
the dataframe, ’ds’ which is the datestamp will take the ’date’ segment and ’y’ will take the ‘Appliances’ segment from the dataset.

Fig 4. Graph representing the original dataset

After the selection of the two attributes ‘ds’ and ‘y’ the log-transformation is applied. The log-transformed values for the
‘Appliances’ column which is ’y’, the second input for the PROPHET dataframe showed in Figure 5. PROPHET helps in easy
forecasting considering two fields, from which we wish to forecast.
https://www.indjst.org/
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Fig 5. Log-transformation values

The log change is, seemingly, the most acclaimed among the different kinds of changes used to change slanted information to
generally acclimate to typicality. In case the original information follows log-ordinary dissemination, by then, the log-changed
information follows a typical or near typical dispersion. Thus, a log change is applied to section ’Machines’ and a chart is plotted
on the changed information for ’date’ and ’Appliances’. Figure 6 shows the chart of ’ds’ and ’y’ which is log-changed information.

https://www.indjst.org/
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Fig 6. Graph representing ‘ds’ and ‘y’

Figure 7 shows the parameters for which the model is built. Now with these parameters, the forecasting is done. The
parameters include ’k’, ’m’, ’delta’, ’sigma-obs’, ’beta’, ’trend’, ’Y’, ’beta-m’, and ’beta-a’.

Fig 7. Parameters for the model

https://www.indjst.org/
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Expectations are then made on a dataframe with a segment ’ds’ containing the dates for which a forecast is to be made.
You can get an appropriate dataframe that stretches out into the future a predefined number of days using the aide strategy
PROPHET.make-future-dataframe. Of course, it will likewise include the dates from the history, so will see the model fit too.
Figure 8 shows the next future data instances for the ‘date’ attribute which is ’ds’ from the original dataset using make-futureprediction function. In this case next 10 data instances are predicted using the function, which is originally 19734 instances, so
now the next 10 i.e., 19744 are predicted. In PROPHET normally the future data can be made the maximum of 1/4 of the data,
which gives the best results within the range, i.e., if the data is 100, then only next the 25 future data can be predicted. More
than that can also be predicted but 1/4 of the data gives more accurate and best results from the future data.

Fig 8. Future Data Instances for ’ds’

The foresee technique will relegate each line in future an anticipated worth which it names yhat. On the off chance that you
go in verifiable dates, it will give an in-test fit. The conjecture object here is another dataframe that includes a section yhat with
the figure, just as segments for parts and uncertainty intervals. Figure 9 shows the future predicted values with yhat.
https://www.indjst.org/
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Fig 9. Future yhat attributes

Figure 10 shows the forecast that is generated for ’date’ and ’Appliances’ attributes which are ’ds’ and ’y’. Now the future
generated instances are now plotted. Figure 11 shows the forecasting for the next 30 instances or in this case, the next 30 days
at the same time interval every day.

Fig 10. Future data instances for’ds’ and ’y’

https://www.indjst.org/
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Fig 11. The result of 30-day forecast

PROPHET gives forecast segments naturally like the pattern, yearly and week by week seasonality. Presently in the dataset,
the date segment has hourly, minutes, and seconds which are not accessible in the PROPHET model as of presently. Along these
lines, forecasting is done day by day for the following 30 days which are the following 30 instances at 23 Hours 50 Minutes, what’s
more, 0 Seconds each day, as PROPHET can’t do a forecast for hourly, minutes and seconds information. Figure 12 shows the
forecasting for the following 30 instances in the pattern segment. The forecasted qualities on pattern segments appear that
vitality utilization is progressively decreasing for quite a while for the 30 instances.

Fig 12. Trend component for the 30-day forecast

Figure 13 gives the forecasted diagram on a week by week segment. The week after week part shows that the vitality utilization
continued decreasing from Sunday till Wednesday and began increasing marginally from Wednesday till Saturday. On Saturday
the vitality utilization rate is greatest contrasted with the remainder of the week.
Figure 14 gives the day by day part forecasted diagram which begins at 0, 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20 hours and closes at 0 hours of
the day. Figure 14 shows that at any day for the forecasted 30 instances, on a normal, the vitality utilization is high between 16
hours, and 20 hours.
https://www.indjst.org/
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Fig 13. Weekly component for the 30-day forecast

Fig 14. Daily component for the 30-day forecast

8 Conclusion
The target of this work was to think about vitality request forecast esteems using the PROPHET and ARIMA techniques. To
this end, the informational collection has been examined thoroughly. Models were trained on the dataset from January 11,
2016, to May 27, 2016 interval which is at 10 min for about 4.5 months. The models anticipated qualities that could be viewed
as effective in the 30-day forecast. In this regard, the ARIMA and PROPHET bundles in Python were seen as very significant
elements for the current task. The accomplishment of the model in the time series expectation was investigated and analyzed.
While the PROPHET model makes predictions very accurate based on future data and was easy to make predictions compared
to ARIMA.
The proposed work forecasts energy prediction for any buildings, office, household, and many more. So, from the literature
survey, among many forecasting models like ARIMA, SARIMA, PROPHET, and many more, it was found that for the chosen
dataset for research work, PROPHET works better than ARIMA. Based on the dataset, the accuracy of different models varies.
PROPHET is very much beneficial to the ones that are not much experienced with forecasting and predicting. PROPHET helps
when anyone is not having technical knowledge in predictions.
Forecasting is done for the next 30 days using a PROPHET. The 30-day forecast is done in different components like daily
component, weekly component, and trend component which are the basic functionalities of PROPHET. Facebook PROPHET as
of now is not available in hourly forecasting. So, PROPHET is the best model and the anticipated outcomes are referenced above
where, the pattern part shows the utilization rate kept continuously decreasing, week by week segment shows the utilization
rate was most extreme on Saturday and the everyday segment shows the high vitality utilization rate was between 16 hours and
20 hours.
From the forecast results, we can say that Wednesday is the lowest power utilization day, and power utilization increases till
Saturday and Saturday is the highest power utilization day.
The future scope of this research is to forecast for a minute and hourly forecasts also using PROPHET, which is the
components not available.
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